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umanities move to South/West scrapped

'pace to revert to student housing at a cost of "under a couple hundred thousand dollars''
E5SICA C. CURLEY
\taff Writer

South/West Residence Hall has
en under construction with plans to
anvert one half of the first floor into
ice spaces for the Humanities Cener. It has now been decided that the
Construction of office spaces in that
puilding would be too expensive for
; University.
"There are a number of challenges
^e've run into with converting that
aace into Humanities Center offices
irith the cost constraints that we

"We don't have a firm location of other places for
the Humanities Center, but a proposal is being
processed to expand the Italian Cultural Center."
- Pat Cavanaugh, Vice President of
Business and Finance
have," said Pat Cavanaugh, vice pres
ident of business and finance. He said
that they weren't going to be able to
adequately redo the area well enough
for faculty members to work there, but
he said, "We're not stopping the con
struction on South/West. The first

floor will have air conditioning, new
carpet and paint on the walls. It will be
valuable whether we have offices in
there or residents."
When asked what would happen to
the space now that it is no longer
planned to have offices in it, Ca

vanaugh said, "The preferred use is to
put it back to a residence hall." The
South/West construction is hoped to
be completed by next semester and
Cavanaugh said that right now it
looks like there would be students in
there by then.
The cost of the renovations in
South / West will be "under a couple
hundred thousand dollars," said Ca
vanaugh. "Students who have been
there before will see dramatic im
provements. It will provide more
open and usable space."
See South/West, page 4

Freshmen numbers finalized; 746 attend
Weekend

WEATHER
Today

Sunny
Hi: 76 Low: 54

Friday

£

Sunny
Hi: 76 Low: 44

Saturday

Sunny
Hi: 78 Low: 44

Sunday

EJ

Sunny
Hi: 74 Low: 43

This week in History
On October 26,1962, the
Soviet Union offered to end
the Cuban MissileCrisis by
taking missilesout of Cuba if
the United States agreed not
to invade the island.

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

The University of the Pa
cific admitted some 2,312
applicants to the Fall 1999
semester. Of those appli
cants, the final total of
freshmen now enrolled at
Pacific stands at 746.
"The class that entered
was significantly higher,"
states Office Manager for
Admissions Patti Breher.
"Interestingly though, the
number of accepted appli
cants was about the same
the previous year." In 1998,
a total of 2,288 applicants
were accepted and the
freshman class totalled out
to 647. In 1997, the number
of applicants accepted was
2,009 while 630 actually at
tended. Going back to 1996
the years this year's senior
class entered the University,
1,775 applicants were ac
cepted to Pacific and 568
enrolled.
A look at the numbers of
enrolled freshmen indicates
a rise every year since 1996.
John Stein, executive assis
tant to the president, ex
plains that this is due to
something called "en
hanced conversion."

Three of the incoming freshman class, Dan Larkin, Lilla Gregory ana uenee tzerins

Tom Rajala, the assistant
provost of enrollment ser
vices, is in charge of this
new programming. En
hanced conversion is the
term that describes better
converting students that
have been accepted to stu
dents actually attending
UOP. Rajala, in his first
year here at Pacific, has
been heading up admis
sions for other schools, such
as Boston University (8

years) and American Uni and hard work." More than
75 percent of this freshman
versity (11 years).
"This year's high fresh class is on some form of fi
man class was a result of nancial aide.
The high total of fresh
different things," said Ra
jala. "Yes, we call it en men also affects the high
hanced conversion, but it number of students living
was really a combination of on campus. Residence halls
many things such as tele such as Ritter House and
phone campaigning from Eiselen House have been
the faculty and students, reopened and filled to ca
good attendance at Profile pacity. According to the Of
Day last semester, attractive fice of Residential Life and
See Freshmen,-Page 3
financial aide packages,
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This
Week...
Alcohol policy
benefits Creeks
Pg.6
Can I beat a dead horse for
a few more minutes? I write
to shed light on matters relat
ed to Pacific's alcohol policy
and the alcohol-free fraterni
ty movement in general.

UOP Forensics
Society
Pg. 11

After three tournaments,
UOP looks to be heading for
another excellent year of in
| tercollegiate speech and de
bate competition. With small
but tough entries in theseear
ly tournaments, UOP is giv
ing schools with three or four
times the entry numbers a
run for their money.

J

The origins of
Halloween

Pg. 13

In America, Halloween is a
holiday wheresmall kids and
grown adults can dress up in
costumes and go around beg
ging for candy. While trickor-treating is the modern ver
sion celebrating Halloween,
it is a far cry from the true ori
gins of the tradition.

Swimming looks
for another
//
Smart" season

Pg. 18

As November approaches,
most freshmen are recovering
from their first mid-term
nightmares and are eagerly
awaiting a needed Thanks
giving break. Last year at this
time, neither of these things
were on Matt Smart's mind.
Instead, he was preparing to
embark on thegreatest season
of any freshman swimmer in
UOP history.

CDC: Students need
meningitis vaccine
By Shabnam Daneshvar

Michigan Daily (U.
Michigan)

(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. —
The Centers for Disease
Control has declared a
, change in its vaccination
guidelines to include more
vaccinations for preventing
meningitis on college cam
puses.
After meeting with the Ad
visory Committee on Immu
nization Practices last
Wednesday, CDC now en
courages colleges to educate
students about the potential
ly fatal bacterial meningitis
and supply students with the
polysaccharide meningococca vaccine.
Prior to this meeting, CDC
had issued no set guidelines
or recommendations regard
ing the infectious disease.
"We are now saying that
vaccination should be pro
vided or made easily avail
able to those (first-year stu
dents) who wish to reduce

their risk of disease," said
Nancy Rosenstein, a doctor
in the meningitis branch of
the CDC based in Atlanta.
ACIP cited two different
1998 CDC studies that identi
fied the higher risk of infec
tion among college first-year
students in residence halls.
Both CDC and ACIP rec
ommend those who provide
medical care to this high-risk
group also give information
to students and parents
about vaccination benefits.
"We have always been con
sistent with the CDC's guide
lines," University of Michi
gan spokesperson Julie
Peterson said. "When they
changed their recommenda
tions this week, we did too."
Pacific Students were in
vited to a Meningitis infor
mation session last Tuesday
sponsored by Crossroads
Healthy Living and the Cowell Student Health Center.
For more information on
meningitis contact the Health
Center directly.

Public Safety Report
October 11
14-October
)be 20
"

Thefts:
Parking Lot #6
Kappa Alpha Theta
Stagg Way
Kappa Alpha Theta
Swimming Pool
Stadium Drive

Oct 14
Oct 14
Oct 14
Oct 15
Oct 18
Oct 20

Vehicle stolen
Bicycle
Parking Permit
Bicycle
Wallet from locker
Car Cover

Vandalism
Parking lot #10
Grace Coveil Hall

Oct 16
Oct 17

Vehicle tires slashed
Broken window

Alcohol-Drug Violations
Parking Lot #7
Oct 16 Driver arrested for DUI
Parking Lot#2
Oct 17 Minor in possession of alcohol
Pad fic Ave./ Fulton
Oct 17 Driver arrested for DUI
Miscellaneous:
Morris Chapel

Oct 20

Mutual Batterv

Burglary
Casa Jackson

Oct 18

Long Distance phone card

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 114
tours of foot patrol, found 38 open windows/doors, provided 1
escort, assisted 6 stranded motorists and contacted 19 suspirious
persons.
The Public Safety Report is prepared by Associate Director of
Public Safety ferry Houston and published each week in The
Pacifican. Questions should be directed to Jen-y Houston at
x62537

Classified^
Immediate Openings! Students
earn $375/$575 weekly process
ing/assembling medical I.D. cards
from your home. Experience unnecessary...we train you! Call
MediCard 1-541-386-5290,
ext.300
Santa Photo Team manager,
cashier,greeter,etc. Enjoy helping
people. Create holiday magic!
800-229-7147
Summer Management Pro
gram Now hiring future business
leaders. Marketing, sales and man
agement skills trained. Confi
dence, leadership and motivation
required. Salary range $5,000 $20,000/summer. 1-800-2959675
varsitystudent.com
Sales- Promote credit cards on
college campuses. Up to
$900/week. Will train. 800-5922121 ext.301
$25+ Per Hour! Direct sales
reps needed NOW! Market cred
it card applications. $5 per app, we
help you get started! I -800-651 2832
Seeking roommate-Female stu
dent to share 4 bdrm, 2 bath
house. 1/2 mile from UOP. Wash
er & dryer.Avlble mid-Dec..
$325/month & 1/3 utilities.
Wkdys-209 464 4017 wkends
916-481 -4829, ask for Brittany

HOW DOES
TRA INCOME
Amazingly, profits
Send self-address®"
lope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N.Academy

d*.
P°"
Wflpe
d

Colorado Springs.

9|

Honda l982Accord5ip
Runs great! Looks g°'
A
timing belt & batt®r?i>0 J0.'
sette. l25Kmi, $2,5
8(
(209) 547-1577, ask to r Ga!

Looking for a room rnate
share spacious two-beer 0capartment. Rent $270
1/2 utilities. Non-smo k er.fj
Jan.I-Flexible. Call 93 2-746:
more information

Classified advertiseme
offer an affordable
method of advertisnj
t h e Pacific c o m m u n i t y
just $1 per line for st.
dents and staff arid S2;
line for comm u n try
members, your messa
can be spread cos:
effectively. To pla.ee yo
classified advertiseme
contact Marie at
946-2115 TODAY!

PacificStateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKIIVC
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per montl
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Angel's Camp 736-4655
Columbia
536-5900
Stockton
943-7400
Member
FDIC

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://www.pacificstatcbank.com
pacstate@aoI.com

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728
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Baun Fitness Center enhances
services; sees membership rise
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Asst. News Editor

Something else is up at
UOP this semester, and this
time it's not tuition. Member
ship at Baun Student Fitness
Center has reached a new
high.
According to Jennifer Sex
ton, manager of the fitness
center, there are approximate
ly 975 members this semes
ter—884 students and 91 fac
ulty, staff and community.
Sexton added there are only
about 10 community mem
bers. "Last year we had 711
members."
Sexton said a lot of changes
have been made to better
serve the students. Programs
have been implemented, such
as a crunch class, cardio box
ing, step aerobics and power
sculpting. They have two
qualified instructors and are
currently looking for others.
Baun Fitness Center's
hours have also been expand
ed. The hours are: Monday-

Thursday 7a.m.-11p.m.; Fri
day 7a.m.-9p.m.; Saturday
9a.m.-7p.m.; Sunday 12p.m.10p.m. Of the new hours, Sex
ton commented, "It seems to
be working. The facility is
busy from 5:00 on." She
added that people also seem
to be rearranging their sched
ules so they can come in earli
er to avoid the crowds.
New equipment has ar
rived and more is on its way
to help combat the need to
wait to use equipment. Grace
Lee, a sophomore, was excit
ed to hear about the new
equipment. "Sometimes you
have to wait for the more pop
ular machines." With the new
arrivals, there will be even
more variety. The center is ex
pecting a new machine for do
ing dips on that will allow ex
ercisers to gradually work up
to lifting their own weight. A
similar piece of equipment
will help with pull-ups.
Sexton credits the increase
in membership to increased
publicity. This year's fresh

Top Freshmen Residences

t

254

Eislen
House

John
Ballantyne
I

It

t

LAC i F ICA N
A.

Freshmen

Continued from page 1

Housing, there is a total of
1,687 students living on
campus. Of those, the total
number of freshmen living
on campus is 691. A break
down of where freshmen
live on campus, provided
by UOP's Housing office re
veals that Grace Covell
houses 254 freshmen, John
Ballantyne is next with 74,
and Eiselen House houses
72. There are, according to
Souie: feittentii Housing, no freshmen liv
Life & Housing ing in any of the apartment

50 freshmen students

Grace
Covell

A.,

man class was informed
about the fitness center dur
ing the orientation. "Also,
some people may have come
back this year that went to offcampus gyms last vear," she
added.
Melissa Henrickson, a se
nior and employee of the fit
ness center, has seen a lot of
changes. She agreed that the
numbers have gone up from
previous years. "A lot more
students come here now. Be
fore it was primarily athletes."
She explained that when the
athletic teams had weights,
the back of the center was
closed so students could only
use the treadmills and bikes.
Even the students who
aren't members of the center
aren't complaining. Arden
Hadley, a senior, said she's not
a member "because 1 don't
have enough time."
Conley Reed, a junior, had
a slightly different reason for
not being a member. "I feel
the University should pay for
it. Other schools have it as

JL .11.

jLJL

Gorge Nuvarro and Derek Westen work out at Haun Fl
part of tuition. We don't pay
to play basketball in the
gym." Then he added, "How
ever, 1 think it would be easier
to go on-campus instead of
belonging to a club off-cam
pus."
Sexton mentioned the fit
ness center is trying to mirror
when the residence halls are

open. It will b
Thanksgiving I -ak anu
tween DecemN 4 and |a
•ry 3 while the Ui
closed. Member-'hip pri
an- currently $45 pi
or $85 for the ye nr. Prices
work out to be anx ind$10per
month, much less than most
off-campus clubs.

owned by the University
and there are three living in
Greek houses.
"These trends of higher
freshman classes each year

can be self-fulfilling said
Rajala. "Things like this can
propel Pacific in the public
and it continually builds on
itself more and more

Embroidery, Screenprinting, Fraternity Lettering

The Personal Vouch
4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, CA 95206
(209) 465-6048
Shirts. Caps. Jackets. Blankets, etc.

C-jpMc. Trent Alien

Weekly news for

U0P since 1908

Do you have a story idea? We would
love to hear from you. Contact us at
946-2115 or through our website:
www.thepacifican.com/email

S A L O N

MOUNTAIN MIKES
(204) C4-7470

JIMMY- Colorist/Sylist
-student discount 20*

Tuesday

JENNIFER G.-Colonst

20% off all colonngs

1465W.

March L.ar«VSTOCKTON

95-BRAV0
(952-7288)

1000 W

l>

At Parti«

LKPlKUtOfc"

Buv one I-arg* Pim at menu price
Get 2nJ Large One Topping Pizza for S5.00
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South/WesL

Continued from page 1
Besides the cost of the of
fice spaces, another issue that
went into their change of de
cision was the "degree with
which we approached capac
ity in the residence halls this
year," commented Cavanaugh.
All of the residence halls
are full this year including
two, Eiselen and Ritter, which
haven't been lived in for
years. At the beginning of the
year there were even students
living in the Health Center for
some time. The administra
tion took these things into
consideration when they
were making their decision
about whether to put office
spaces or residence hall
rooms into the space in
South/ West.
The students living in
South/ West currently aren't
all happy about what's going
on in their residence hall. "I
think they should arrange to
have the construction when
people aren't sleeping," said
Rachelle Siskin, a sophomore
who lives on the second floor
above the construction.
I hey start at like 7:00 in the
morning and it's really hard if
you want to sleep in."
Her roommate, sophomore
Celeste Malia, agreed when
she said, "They should have
done it in the summer." When
she found out that there
would probably be students
in there instead of the offices
that were previously planned
to be there, she said, "That
makes me even more upset.
That's not really fair."
But the construction hasn't
disturbed everybody who
lives in South/West. It all de
pends on your location in the
building. Hudson Graham, a
junior on the third floor of
South/West said, "It hasn't
really bothered me at all. 1
haven't really heard anything
and I never walk through
there."
"No, it hasn't really affect
ed me. It's on the other side of
the dorm. 1 don't hear it and I
don't have any interaction
with the people who are do
ing it," commented Jason
Fleischauer, a junior on the
second floor.
Roseanna Baker, a sopho

more on the first floor, said,
"It doesn't really affect me. I
never go over there or any
thing. It's kind of trashy look
ing though. I think they
should speed it up a little bit.
I mean, I know construction
takes a long time, but it's sort
of hazardous."
Now that the area is no
longer planned for the Hu
manities Center, the adminis
tration is currently looking
for another place to put the
center. Cavanaugh said, "We
don't have a firm location of
other places for the Humani
ties Center, but a proposal is
being processed to expand
the Italian Cultural Center."
1 he Italian Cultural Center
is not yet built either, but it is
in the planning stages. It is
planned to be where the Z
Building is now on South
Campus. The Z Building will
be demolished and the Italian
Cultural Center will take its
place with classroom spaces,
large meeting areas and
breakout areas with movable

Jennifer Ullman, Kristen Houkom and Stephanie Sousing discuss the South/West
walls. The Pacific Italian Al
liance is funding the Italian
Cultural Center and the de
sign of the building is just
about complete. The proposal
for the Humanities Center is
to add a floor to the Italian
Cultural Center and that area
would be home to the new
Humanities Center. Ca
vanaugh said that this pro-

Choose a career as
an Edward Jones Investment
Representative.

posal is still being processed,
but he said that everybody
who has been consulted so far
is supportive of the idea.
Cavanaugh said, "This will
provide a terrific environ
ment for the Humanities."
The total cost of the Italian
Cultural Center plus the Hu
manities Center would be
about five to six million dol-

lars. The Pacific Italic1"1 J
liance raised about three ar
a half to four million dol la
for the building and the L n
versity will pay for the re?-: c
it with their funds.
"Construction of the Italia
Cultural Center could begi
as early as this summer," &*ai<
Cavanaugh and that veoe
be a best case scenario.

If you're motivated, persistent and enjoy working independently,
consider a career as an Edward Jones Investment
Representative. With more than 5,000 offices in 50 states,
Edward Jones is one of the fastest-growing financial services
firms in the nation. We are looking for individuals to open
additional branch offices coast to coast.
If you would like to loin a well-respected, top-notch
company like this, please attend our informational
session on Thursday, Nov. 4 from 6 - 7 p.m. You can
also visit us online at www.jonesopportunity.com.

Please call for location and information

1-800-999-5650
mv.joResopporUinify.eoni

Edwardjones
Serving Individual Investors Since 1871
AR Equa! Opportunity Employer
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Quote of the
Week

" It h i n k
it's time
for a
beer."
- Franklin D.
Roosevelt

kooft

F

Beer Gardens was in opera
tion during the Lip Sync con
test, which was sponsored by
ASUOP, which is the student
government.
If the student government
is sponsoring an event, then
student funds, specifically the
ASUOP fee, must be in
volved. If this is the case, then
although the Coming Home
Festival is supposed to be tar
geted at returning alumni,
Lip Sync would be qualified
as a student event. Therefore,
this Beer Garden would be
viewed as a violation of cur
rent policy. For more proof of
this, ask yourself if this event
would have been allowed if it
was a club or greek organiza
tion that was running it.
According to Dean William
Barr, the dean of Students, the
committee which created the
alcohol policy "did not look
at non-student events." It is
from this oversight that the

Main (209) 946-2115
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
Fax:(209)946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 95211
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Sports Editor
Copy Editors
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current conflict arises. Why
should there be a discrepancy
between student and non-stu
dent events? Should any
event taking place on campus
have to follow the same rules
and policies?
Unfortunately, there is a
double standard in this poli
cy. Students are being treated
unfairly, or at the very least
students are being treated too
much like children. Students
of legal drinking age are be
ing told that it is only okay for
them to have a drink in public
if there are alumni or other
"non-students" around, be
cause they are noticeably ab
sent from the alcohol policy.
Double standards, particu
larly this set of double stan
dards, make little to no sense.
If alcohol is allowed in com
mon areas for alumni and fac
ulty, then it should be al
lowed as well for students.
Consider the scenario of a se

Kristen Hutmacher
Yasmin Jeiroudi
Dylan Bartley
JonathanPedroni

Photo Editor
Photographers

ioming Home subverts University policy
The joys of the Coming
ime Festival were apparent
all who went. There was
lod food and Saturday
pped the week-long Greek
eek competition with Lip
S 'nc, where anyone 21 or oldI • could sit at the Beer GarBens and enjoy a nice alcolic
beverage
while
itching the event.
Wait a minute, isn't having
• Dooth serving alcoholic bevI rages in a public area, not
I sted as one of the common
I reas for that specific purose, a violation of the alco10I policy?
The rationality to why this
cas not a violation of the polcy is that it was not a student
went. Apparently, only stuient events are regulated by
the alcohol policy, and as this
went was geared toward
ilumni, it did not qualify.
The biggest problem with
his assumption is that the

Contact Us
•The Pacifican is located on the third floor of
Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8a.m. to 5 p.m.

Asst. News Editors

WtCA
\

Weekhj news for the
UOP community since 1908

nior that will graduate this
May: that student will have
been told all year that he / she
can only have alcoholic bev
erages in limited areas be
cause the alcohol policy is try
ing to cut down on the
apparent drinking problem at
UOP. However, if next fall
that same Senior was to re
turn as an alumni, it would be
perfectly acceptable to sit
down at the Coming Home
Festival and have a drink.
Only a year has passed, but is
this person that much more
responsible?
Two sets of rules should
not exist, for if they do then
there will always be the op
portunity for confusion and
contention to take place.
If this alcohol policy is to
work, then there must be a
single set of guidelines that
applies to all persons on this
campus, with no attention
paid to title or position.
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Alcohol policy benefits Greeks Question of tri^\
RICK MORAT

Guest Writer
Can I beat a dead horse for a
few more minutes? I write to
shed light on matters related to
Pacific's alcohol policy and the
alcohol-free fraternity move
ment in general. The policy
and the movement are closely
related. Much has been writ
ten, most of it opinion, and
much of it false. I'll do my best
to stick to the facts and pro
vide the data to back it up.
The Myths
#1- Pacific is a Dry Campus
False. To the contrary, Pacif
ic is among a minority of uni
versities that allow student or
ganizations to hold events
with alcohol on campus. Cur
rently, six campus locations
may be scheduled for "events
where alcohol is served."
Moreover, our policy states
that "alcohol may be pos
sessed and consumed in the
privacy of one's room with the
door closed, and in an atmos
phere which does not disturb
those living around you." Pa
cific's recent policy change
does not prohibit alcohol but
rather prohibits alcohol in
communal areas of group liv
ing facilities such as living
rooms and hallways. In prac
tice, the policy change impacts
just three residential buildings
- all the rest have traditionally
been or were already sched
uled to be alcohol-free. Read
on.
#2 - University Policy is
Changing Fraternities and
Sororities
False. Fraternities and
sororities are making the
changes. Currently, ten nation
al fraternities have alcohol free
housing policies, including
Phi Delta Theta and Alpha
Kappa Lambda. Many others
are starting new colonies as al
cohol free. The 26 national
sororities have a long history
of alcohol free residences. Six
of the nine Pacific Greek
Council Chapters have an al
cohol-free policy of their own
design. All four Pacific sorori
ties have passed a national res

L

olution which commits mem
bers to not attending alcoholfunctions hosted inside frater
nity houses beginning in the
year 2000.
#3 - Alcohol Free Housing
Hurts Fraternity Membership
Very False. Here at Pacific,
and nationally, higher stan
dards related to alcohol-use di
rectly correlate with higher
membership totals. Our soror
ities average 80 members. Na
tionally sorority chapters con
sistently outweigh fraternity
chapters in the average num
ber of members. Pacific's
largest male fraternity has
been in a "communal alcoholfree" facility since 1998.
The national data is even
better. Sigma Nu and Phi Delta
Theta, two of the largest na
tional fraternities, were among
the first to implement alcoholfree chapters. Both organiza
tions have closely monitored
membership in "alcohol-free"
vs. "alcohol with" chapters.
The alcohol free chapters
come out ahead with higher
average membership totals.
According to Bob Biggs, exec
utive director of Phi Delta
Theta International Fraternity,
(nationally) "recruitment has
gone up, scholarship is up, the
house is much safer, campus
image is improved, and alum
ni support has come back."
When state drinking ages
began to shift from 18 to 21 in
the late 1970s, universities be
gan to move alcohol out of res
idence halls. Fraternity houses
simply didn't follow the trend.
The result was the creation of
"pockets of consumption"
with fraternity affiliated stu
dents "drinking more and
more often" than independent
students. In turn, fraternities
often attracted students who
came to school with higher
consumption patterns. As in
creased consumption correlat
ed with a greater number of
accidents, fraternity insurance
costs skyrocketed to unsettling
levels in the 1980s. In the last
three decades (nationally) mil
lions upon millions of dollars
have been paid out by fraterni
ties to settle cases related to al
cohol. Countless fraternity

chapters have been closed in
the process.
Ongoing litigation, insur
ance costs, failing housing
structures, closed chapters and
disturbing research findings
on consumption meant some
thing needed to be done. Thus,
universities and national fra
ternities made the mental leap
and realized higher standards
for alcohol-use would reduce
problems. And the alcoholfree fraternity housing move
ment was born.
To date, 47,537 men are now
part of alcohol-free fraternity
chapters across the country.
That number could double
over the next four years. And
with over 700,000 undergrad
uates members in men's and
women's chapter's on 800
campuses, the American fra
ternity movement shows no
signs of slowing down.
The focus for fraternities for
the year 2000 and beyond is
changing. The emphasis on
hosting parties is diminishing
in favor of the tradition as val
ue-based organizations. If
trends continue, the outcomes
will be improved recruitment,
lower insurance costs and
higher quality of living facili
ties.
As someone who has been
advising fraternal organiza
tions for 14 years (and a frater
nity member), I believe this is
an exciting and dynamic time
to consider joining one of Pa
cific's chapters. In only two
years our youngest sorority,
Alpha Phi, is thriving beyond
expectations. And while Pacif
ic has no plans for expansion,
in September four national fra
ternities approached the uni
versity about establishing a
new colony.
Our recent change in alco
hol policy makes the campus
even more attractive. Pacific's
fraternities are on the frontend of a national movement
and are responding success
fully to the change. Pacific's
fraternities should be ap
plauded for their ability to
adapt, innovate and move for
ward. Registration forms for
fraternity and sorority mem
bership are available in the
McCaffrey Center.

Compiled by

Do you think the facUtty on
administrators should abide &Y tt
set of alcohol rules as the * uc.
"I think they should
but they won't They
don't listen to the

•John Speck
Junior

"In order fori
University to i

a solid policy,

need not to b
hypocritica l a
enforce the ru
both student
faculty."
-Saroi

"Yes they should
because those students
who are 21 and over
can't drink on
campus, why can the
faculty."
-Jenny Stratton
Sophomore

"I definitely th
should abide t
same set of run
because its urr
the students."
•Christopr

"For UOP to enforce
the policy, the people
who educate should
also follow the rules."
-Miranda Del Rel
Freshman

For our view on this topic, se
the Editorial on page 5.
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America's deadly
business as usual
MICHAEL KOIIS

Staff Writer

Throughout the U.S.,
much attention has been fo
cused recently on domestic
gun control measures. For in
stance, mandatory back
ground checks and child
safety locks are increasingly
deemed ways of keeping our
streets, schools and homes
safe. But what about the
streets, schools and homes of
people in other countries?
What about international
gun control - and, specifical
ly, America's involvement, or
lack thereof?
Unfortunately, the U.S. po
sition goes beyond mere apa
thy. Our benevolent nation is
the largest arms dealer on
Earth. According to the 1996
report, "World Military and
Social Expenditures," com
piled by the (Washington,
D.C.-based) World Priorities
organization: "In 1994, U.S.
arms exports were not only
the highest of any country
but also were well above the
total exports of all 52 other
exporting countries." The
same is true for 1999. Con
gratulations, we're # 1 !
Our prize: huge profits to
military "defense" corpora-

tions who, with the govern
ment's support, are able to
obstruct the hopeful trend of
declining weapons transfers
since the peak years of the
1980's.
Moreover, to ensure such
profits, these corporations aided by our tax dollars offer
easy
purchasing
arrangements to other coun
tries. Can't make the down
payment? Got bad credit? No
problem; Uncle Sam will give
you a loan-export-guarantee.
Gonna use our guns to kill
innocent women and chil
dren [who represent 80% of
current conflict fatalities]?
Don't sweat it. We've sup
plied arms to trigger-happy
in
Angola,
groups
Afghanistan, Haiti and So
malia.
Even more ironically, the
U.S. war machine has sup
plied weapons to the creators
of today's worst humanitari
an disasters. As an example,
in 1991, American military
contractors were happy to do
business with a guy named
Milosevic. Also, for two and
a half decades, U.S. govern
ment and corporate arms
peddlers have contributed
over $1 billion worth of
weaponry to Indonesia.

'When you get down to it, Dave, we're all about people:
people helping people to kill people.
Many of these arms were un
doubtedly used this past
September to persecute and
murder the East Timorese cit
izens who voted for indepen
dence.
Thus, the United States is
hardly following its own
weapons transfer policy (de
veloped by the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament
Agency) which is "designed
to support transfers that
meet legitimate defense re
quirements of friends and al
lies ... and to restrain arms
transfers that may be destabi
lizing or threatening to re

Euthanasia should be legalized
controlled substance on sisted by a qualified medical
March 26, 1999. Then, on practitioner, the wishes of a
April 13, 1999, Kevorkian competent, terminally ill pa
Did you know that on De was sentenced to 10-25 years tient to end their life is ful
cember 13, 1994, the Michi in prison. All this occurred filled. The difference between
gan Supreme Court ruled because he helped a free him the two is that in euthanasia,
when death occurs it is car
that doctor-assisted suicide self from his pain.
was constitutional, that it was
There are two basic types ried out by a doctor.
In D.A.S. the patient ful
fine, as far as the rights laid of suicide where a doctor is
out by the founding fathers of involved. One is called eu fills the final, fatal step. That
this country, to go to a doctor thanasia (not to be confused step is usually pushing a but
to help a consenting adult with Megadeths "Youthina- ton or the plunger of a sy
commit suicide? And did you sia"). That is when the physi ringe. Jack Kevorkian uses
know that on September 17, cian intentionally adminis D.A.S.; he's just there to make
1998, Dr. Jack Kevorkian ters a treatment (usually sure it's all done right.
There is absolutely nothing
video taped the injection medication) to cause a pa
death of Thomas Yonk, and tient's death, with the pa wrong with doctor-assisted
this tape was shown on "60 tient's fully-informed con suicide. The Constitution
does not say, "...right to life
Minutes" two months later? sent.
The other type is called (unless they wish to end their
Because of this, Kevorkian
was convicted of second de doctor assisted suicide life painlessly and on their
gree murder and delivery of a (D.A.S.) and occurs when, asSee Euthanasia, page 8
Douc ROBERTSON
Staff Writer

gional peace and security."
Furthermore, if we care
about "peace and security,"
and if we can't trust our cur
rent government to halt its
efforts against these values,
to whom can we turn? Cer
tainly not the defense indus
try, which will only increase
its gun sales as economic
globalization further limits
the use of arms embargoes
and sanctions.
Hence, it appears that, like
most other international
problems, the solution lies in
our personal decisions. For
instance, we can use such re-

[Council Time
Student Travel
from A t o Z

London
Paris
Barcelona
Amsterdam

178
210
274
264

From San Francisco
each way based on a r
purchase, Fares do not
include Uties, are
valid for departures
in Novcn;iher and are
subject toenange.

Restrictions apply

1-800-2COUNCIL
www.couneittt.ivet.coin

sources as the Center for De
fense
Information
(www.cdi.org) to discover
the companies from which to
withdraw our financial sup
port. Or, we can determine
the type of government we
prefer - one that worships
profit or one that protects hu
man life - and at the polls
next week, voice our choice.
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The Weekly Rant

The Ku Klux Klan hides behind a mask of fear
SCOTT SWITZER

identities being known would
endanger them, as there are
people in this country who hate
On October 19, the Ku Klux and despise the KKK.
Klan, a radical white suprema
If this isn't irony and poetic
cist group known to most as the justice at its best, then I don't
KKK, filed a lawsuit in the U.S. know what is. This is a group
District Court in Manhattan, that was founded on the notions
challenging a New York law of hate and despise, yet they are
that bans individuals from worried when it could happen
wearing masks and gathering in to them. The fact is, although the
public. The KKK maintains that KKK does have a point, the
this is a violation of the First State of New York cannot pro
Amendment rights of an indi hibit people from gathering in
vidual. They claim that their public with masks on, the KKK

itself should examine this fear.
Why exactly is the KKK
afraid to go in public without
their masks? It is because as a
group, they do not have to be
afraid in their own minds, be
cause their identities are secret,
and their is strength in numbers.
However, if they are to become
individuals, they may have to
stand up and take responsibility
for their beliefs. It is very easy to
sit and spew your white su
premacist garbage while hiding
behind a mask, but it is not quite

ing their life.
The obligations of a physi
cian who is caring for an endof-life patient include com
plying with a patient's
wishes to refuse or withdraw
unwanted treatment, be
knowledgeable about end-oflife options and palliative
care and explain all options
for treatment and symptom
alleviation and their side ef
fects, risks, costs and proba
bility of success. Then the pa
tient can make a decision.
They may also fill out a living
will that states whether or not
they want to have euthanasia

if they reach a certain state of
deterioration. If they want to
die, let them die. It's their
choice.
I see suicide as an escape
for the weak in most cases. I
would never commit suicide
because of depression or to
spite someone, but if I were
going to die because of some
crippling disease, if I would
no longer be able to care for
myself, then I would not
want to go on. I see no point
in putting myself or my fami
ly through that. There is noth
ing wrong with D.A.S. It is a
person's choice and right.

Metro Editor

Euthanasia_

Continued from page 7
own terms)." If a person was
going to kill themselves be
cause of a crippling, painful,
sometimes fatal disease, why
stop them? It is their life.
Among some of a patient's
end-of-life rights are the right
to refuse unwanted medical
treatment, CPR or any form
of food or hydration. They
can end their own lives with
out assistance, have a person
present, they may request ter
minal sedation or request a
doctor to assist them in end
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Why should the
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ca try to stop therm ^
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as easy when your identity is
known.
As fun as it would be to make
the KKK try to hold a rally with
out masks, New York cannot do
it. The problem lies with the in
fringements upon the First
Amendment, and those do not
apply to any one group, but
every group. What if a Chinese
parade was scheduled, where
masks are an important part of
the celebration? By this same
law, the masks could not be
used. It is for this reason that
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ecord label starting up at UOP Internet job search
is your friend
CARI STAMMLER

Career Counselor, Career
and Internship Center

Members of the record label board meet in Library room 331 thursdays at 1 p.m.
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor

Although it may not be Epi
taph, Atlantic or BMG, UOP
is starting a record label. The
label will be run by students
through the Conservatory, al
though any student with ex
perience will be welcome to
help out.
The label is targeted to start
up by next semester. By the
end of this semester, an entrepreneurship class will have
made up the business plan,
which will be a paper of about
30 to 50 pages. This paper will
include marketing and finance
strategies.
The types of bands that this
record label will target is not
specific. Many would believe
that Section H, a band of UOP
students, would be an obvious

choice. However, when Bobby
Magee, a member of the Con
servatory who is serving on
the board that will run the la
bel was asked about this, he
said "...that's tough. One of
the members of Section H is
on the board, so there might
be a conflict of interest." Even
so, the record label will try to
target "college type bands,"
that is bands that will appeal
to college students.
The main consideration
when considering signing a
band will be the possibility of
marketing it. "We are looking
for bands that are mar
ketable," said Magee. Al
though the record label will be
a non-profit organization, they
will want to turn a profit in or
der to keep the organization
running.
The record label does not

have a name yet. One of the
possibilities is a contest asking
students to propose names.
The winner could receive a
gift certificate for Tower
Records, or possibly receive
promotional merchandise
from bands that the label
might sign.
The record label is still look
ing for two key positions for
their board of directors. They
need someone to run the hu
man resources aspect of it, and
also anyone with an account
ing background.
Magee stressed that every
one involved with the board
owes thanks to the entrepreneurship class, as their work
on this is very extensive and
also tedious. If you have any
questions, you can contact
Magee through e-mail at
bm0044@uop.edu.

Do you think the Beer Gardens should have been allowed at
Homecoming when they violate the alcohol policy?
~35~ "
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"No, what's the point of
making a rule and then
breaking it?"
-Liz Ramsey
Freshman
"Yeah, I think it's fine be
cause if they were carded
then they're legal anyway so
they can drink no matter
what."
-Erin Avalos
Freshman

15 - Yes

10
0

"
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Is the Internet your friend?
Have you used it to do job
searching? Are you aware of
the advantages and disad
vantages of this powerful re
source when job hunting?
All large companies will
recruit online in some fashion
by 2003. According to For
rester Research, 60 percent of
all medium-sized companies
and 20 percent of all small
companies will recruit online
by 2003. With this in mind, it
is important to learn the "ins
and outs" of online job
searching as well as to master the traditional job search,
Using both approaches increases your cndds of finding
what you are looking for in a
career.
Although today the Internet is a primary source for job
searching, it is not the only
one or any easier than the traditional ways. If used ineffectively, you can post your resume online and no one will
ever come across it, or even
worse, you may send an employer a virus through your
resume attachment. What a
wonderful day that would be
in the world of job searching,
An October17,1999 article
in the San Francisco Examiner
stated
that
"it
[the
Internetjopens the door for
some true horror stories."
Informed use is half the
battle of searching on the In
ternet.Some of the things that
are important to know about
job searching on the Internet
can be found in the small
print of a website or the polides and guidelines section of
a website. Check them out,
don't just click "yes, I am
aware of the policies" and
move on.
Another way to obtain crit
ical information is to read

some of the common books
out on job searching on the In
ternet such as Resumes in Cy
berspace or Job Searching On
line for Dummies. Do not
become another horror story.
Visit the Career and Intern
ship Center to ask questions
or get help with job searching
online.
After you have gathered
detailed information about
the sites of interest, your next
step is to think about the nu
ances of posting your resume
online. Important things to
consider include:1) thinking
about what happens to your
personal data, 2) being_ aware
of the different online resume
types i.e. template, scannable,
posting services and database
search services 3) the readability of your resume when
the employer receives it, (for
example did you send it as an
e-mail attachment which is
unformatted as it goes
through space to the employer?)4) sending a virus 5) posting to appropriate sites, for
example a recent college grad
is probably wasting their time
to post to "CEOsearch.com."
Finally, are hard copy resumes are becoming obsolete? We and the employers
we speak with say NO! Yes,
many recruiters are using the
net as their primary recruiting
tool, but from our experience
with on campus recruiting
here at University of the Pa
cific, all of our employers still
require a hard copy. The on
line resume may be your foot
in the door to an interview or
a call to gain more information, but typically a traditional visually pleasing hard copy
will be expected when you
walk into the interview.
Places to start Internet Job
Searching:
http: / / www.JobDirect.com
http: / / www.careermosaic.com
http: / / www.jobtrak.com
http: / / www.monster.com
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Stockton's newest music store readv for business
"i*
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Ron Centers owns the Music Go Round store in Stockton,
next to Delta College on Robinhood Drive. The store sells
used and new musical instruments at exceptional prices.
THE PACIFICAN

in Stockton to serve the cen
tral valley. Students, music
hobbyists and professionals
will find a wide selection of
used instruments at about

Music Go Round, a nation
al chain of used musical in
strument stores, just opened

half the original price and
new instruments at competi
tive prices.
This chain has the most
stores of any music instru
ment retailer in America (70),
with eventual plans for 200
locations. The Stockton store
is at 944 West Robinhood
Drive, off Pacific Avenue
next to Delta College. You
can telephone them at (209)
473-6868.
Music Go Round carries a
full line of quality used and
new instruments including
guitars, band instruments,
drums, speakers, amplifiers,
keyboards/ MIDI, electron
ics and accessories at excep
tional savings. There's a
wide selection of instru
ments including saxophones,
trumpets, trombones, flutes
and clarinets, as well as vio
lins and other stringed in-
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Alpha Phi
X The ladies of Alpha Phi
A would like to thank the
E Greek Community, but

note , we hope that
midterms went well for
everyone and that overall,
everyone's semester is go
more importantly Greek ing well. Those of us at Pike
Council for all their hard are looking forward to Hal
work and dedication dur loween this next weekend.
z ing Greek Week. We would We hope to see you all
A also like to thank our alum dressed for the occasion.
E ni for their continuous sup
port throughout the semes
Kappa Alpha Theta
N ter. We are all still proud
The ladies of Kappa Al
O and excited of our second
pha Theta have a busy cou
place finish during Greek ple of weeks ahead. We
0 Week.
hope to see everyone
Our new member dance tonight at our Halloween
p
held last Saturday was so party at the house. It looks
£
much fun. Thank you again to be a lot of fun and will be
T to our new members for all a great opportunity to catch
Y of their time and effort.
up with old friends and
Q
make some new ones.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Also start getting your
We would like to com
A mend all the other houses teams together for the an
nual Kickball Classic. It will
£ for a job well done during
be held in the beginning of
A Greek Week. Congratula November this year and we
E tions to Delta Gamma and are looking forward to
¥ Archania for your first place some great competition
finishes. It was also great from both the Greek hous
having our alumni back for es and the residence halls.
0 our Fall Festival dinner,
Finally, we wish every
T cocktail party and our an one an exciting and hope
1 nual Golf Tournament fully not too scary Hal
N fund-raiser. We all had a loween weekend!
great time! On an academic
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Alpha Kappa Phi
A
The men of Alpha Kappa B
, Phi-Archapia would like to n
first off thank the Sweet- q
hearts for a wonderful time p
last weekend. Revenge is
always a great time for^<
everyonei nt h ehouse.
T
Greek Week Champs, Y
four times in a row. Pump q
up boys, V.P of PR is proud _
of the house for winning"
Greek Week and winning A
the intramural flag football £
championship. We want to A
thank Phi Delt for coming ^
out to the championship w
game.
We would also like to^
tha n k a l l t h e p e o p l e t h a t A
came over to the house last £
Wednesday night for din- j
ner. We hope that you all v
had a great time and come
over more often to the^
house. A Thank you also0
goes to the wonderful n
ladies of Delta Gamma for q
helping put on such a great M
dinner for everyone.
We hope that everyone is M
having a great week and A
you all have a fun Hal-K
loween weekend.
p
E
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struments. The store also has
a large wall of used and new
guitars, both acoustic and
electric. The percussion sec
tion has full drum sets on
display, easily accessible to
customers.
Music Go Round sells
quality used instruments that
are inspected, reconditioned,
cleaned,
polished
and
tuned—guaranteed playable.
A student-model flute,
clarinet or trumpet would
sell here for about $199 used,
compared to $400 to $600
new elsewhere. A $600 Jack
son guitar can sell here used
for about $300. A $500 Suzu
ki-style violin can sell here
used for about $250. A $400
Ludwig snare drum kit can
sell here used for about $130.
(Prices and availability may
vary).
Music Go Round also of
fers a great alternative to in
strument rental. For examAroid' 5 fxyohlo
fal* and Capd

. .
.
pie, a typical stu<d *ntcl
se\
or trumpet ren
for about $250 pe r ' ®ar
little or no equH> bui
value). Most muSJ c stu
now pay high p»nceSf
instrument they u 11 kei
only one or two Ve ^rs
instrument stores may!
tiny selection of used it
ments but often d c no
ture them for purchase
instrument renta 1 rnar]
an expensive alterna
Music Go Round provi
recycling marlcetpiact
quality instruments, he]
people buy and sell atal
able prices.
Prices are reasonable
posted — there is no r.et
negotiate. The staff is
tomer friendly, open
inviting. "We're a m
store, not a museum (
ters says. "We enc;.:
people to try our
ments."
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Drive Thru Espresso

From the Ranch t o T Stockton'sfavorite Hamburg

^anfeupe"

We use »00% ground fresh artuc>
The livestock «s fed tfse purest
" natural feeds without ffoe use J
growth hormones or antibiotic =

CHILL

Breast of Chicken Sandttic

• Whole Rofisserie Chicken
w/Beans, Rice, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic I rrawns
• Black Beans
• Came Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnifas (roast pork)
All Natural Beef. Chicken and Pork.
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics.
We use only 100% canola oil, not
hydrogenated. 50% lower in saturated fat
than soybean oil, peanut, or olive oil.

Catering Now Available!

AH Natural Beef and Pork

Marinated Carved from the B< nc

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted Breast of
Turkey Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple •
Smoked Bacon

Always fresh
Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
on Sourdough Bun

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters and Chips
Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Salads

PHONE ORDERS

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Real Ice Cream Milkshakes

4601 Pacific Ave.

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

952-6261

(one block south of March Lane)

"S'R>CK TON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

ATM, VISA Discover & Mastercard
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et Washington pave the way UOP Forensics
llCHAEL KOJIS
team successful in
tournaments

\taff Writer

In last week's Pacifican,
jody Smith of the Career and
nternship Center gave some
If the many reasons for ob
taining an internship: to apily academic theories, to
;ain work experience, to
test-drive" a career and to
levelop a network of job
lontacts.
Now that you know why
do an internship, the next
igical
questions
are
[where?" and "how?" For
tese, I offer two proven aners: 1) Washington, D.C.;
[nd, 2) Through the Washigton Center (TWC), an or;anization that, since 1975,
as provided over 24,000 stulents with a comprehensive
arning experience in the
.S. Capitol.
Every year, this program
ffords students the opportuiity either in a fall, spring, or
|ummer semester to work at
a n agency (be it private, pub|c or nonprofit) for 35 hours
week, take a class (related
13 their interests) one night a
eek and attend various lec

tures and cultural events.
Furthermore, an internship through TWC offers several advantages, not the least
of which is cost. If you go ei
ther in the fall or spring, your
UOP tuition covers the pro
gram fee, and any financial
aid most likely applies. Also,
TWC has multiple scholar
ships available — including
those that offset the expense
of its convenient, furnished
apartments.
Moreover, the Washington
Center extends academic
credit: 12 units each for the
fall and spring semesters,
and 4 units for the summer.
Hence, you typically do not
lose any units nor time to
wards your major.
Additionally, TWC deliv
ers a tailored experience.
Based on the current topics
you choose to write about in
your application essays,
TWC taps its many contacts
to provide you with 5 or 6
agencies with which you
may be interested in work
ing.
There is literally some
thing for everyone. Interest
ed in business? Last spring, I

interned for the White House
Interagency Environmental
Technology Office and
helped the U.S. environmental industry develop and
commercialize its technolo
gies. Interested in politics?
My roommate Kevin did vot
er communications work for
Senator Connie Mack (Flori
da). How about diplomacy?
My roommate Mario wrote
economic speeches for the
Ambassador of Mexico to the
United States. Science? My
friend Ed tested cancer cells
at Walter Reed Medical Cen
ter. And what about journal
ism? John, another room
mate of mine, authored news
reports — broadcast around
the globe — for Voice of
America.
Another advantage of
TWC is the chance to become
an educated citizen and vot
er. As an intern, you can
freely attend Congressional
hearings, Supreme Court ses
sions and certain Adminis
tration press conferences.
Furthermore, depending on
your agency and on your
own initiative, you can meet

he Center for Professional and Continuing Education

See TWC, page 12

ariety is the heart of
ife-Long Learning courses

lUD SWANSON

iuest Writer

Now may be a good time to
onsider taking one of the
lany courses offered through
ie Center for Professional
nd Continuing Education,
"hese courses are often conise, relatively inexpensive
nd unique; they cover topics
ot generally found in the acaemic course schedule. And,
almost every case, these
asses are offered for pass / no
edit. In fact, here a couple of
asses you may want to conider.
Are you functioning at your
•rsonal best? Even if your anjwer is yes, you still might
ant to consider an exciting
lass being offered in Novem'er. "Being Your Personal

Best" addresses effective and Sunday, November 7 from
strategies on how to achieve 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Our work is
this in all aspects of life.
our life, our jobs are more
Specifically, you will learn about expressing ourselves
goal setting techniques, stress than paying bills and how we
and time management skills, wind up doing what we do is
and conflict resolution skills. more chance than choice. In
This is just what you need to this class you will discover
know to enhance your college ways to create your life work,
experience. This class will identify skills you possess or
meet Friday, November 5, can develop for your career.
from 5-7 p.m., Saturday, No Understand the key ingredi
vember 13 and Sunday, No ents of effective resumes and
vember 21, from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. cover letters, learn techniques
Cost for this one extended ed to access the hidden job mar
ucation (elective) unit class is ket and develop a successful
$90.
interviewing style. Cost for
If developing your job this one extended education
search skills is important, then unit class is $95.
you may want to consider
For more information on
"How to Make a Positive Ca these and other classes, call the
reer Transition," offered Fri Center for Professional and
day, November 5, from 6 p.m.- Continuing Education at (209)
10 p.m. Saturday, November 6 946-2424.

SHAWN BATT AND LISA NANCE

placing fourth overall out of

Guest Writers

20 four-year schools attend

After three tournaments,
UOP looks to be heading for
another excellent year of intercollegiate speech and debate competition. With
small but tough entries in
these early tournaments,
UOP is giving schools with
three or fou r times the entry
numbers a run for their
money.
As more UOP students
come out for forensics in the
coming months, the Northern California Forensics Association Championship is
well within our reach.
In September, UOP sent a
team of six to compete at the
CSU Fresno tournament,

ing.
Three UOP competitors
were finalists in Impromptu
Speaking. Justin Lower
was third, Radena Stager
was fourth and Justin
Buchanan was sixth. Radena Stager placed first in Lxtemporaneous speaking
while Justin Bucha nan was
a finalist. Will Hecht placed
second in Prose Interpretation and third in After DinSpeaking.
Justin
ner
Buchanan placed first in Informative
Speaking,
Marisela Franco placed 2nd
in novice Poetry Interpretation. In Parliamentary
Debate, Justin Buchanan
See Forensics, page 12
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Chi Alpha supports Pacific's Christian students
the United States. They have
around 500 full-time staff peo
ple at these campuses, with
around 12,000 college students
participating. The organization
started on a national level back
in the early 1950's and has
grown ever since.
Tim Smith, one of two full
time staff people here at Pacif
ic, says that the group really
tries "to be a community of be
lievers on campus." The group
is active not only in the Stock
ton area, but they also go on

many retreats and mission
trips throughout the year.
One of the trips that the
group goes on is down to
Southern California every year
for an annual retreat. At the
end of December the group
goes to this camp, where the
theme is "Seeking God with
other college students."
The group also does mission
trips over summer vacation to
many different parts of the
world. They have gone to
places such as Kenya, Mexico

torical sites are located all
over the city and are usually
free of charge. Also, most
musical acts (such as
Maxwell, the Cardigans and
the Rolling Stones) make a
tour stop in town. And, the
natural atmosphere is unfor
gettable: numerous urban
parks display vibrant foliage
in the fall and endless flow
ers in the spring.
Finally, the greatest advan
tage of TWC is the career
boost. At the conclusion of
their semester, most interns
receive either job offers from

their agencies (for after grad
uation), contacts that lead to
other employment opportu
nities and /or greater focus
for collegiate studies.
Thus, a Washington Cen
ter internship does not mere
ly involve travelling cross
country, completing a task
and coming back home. On
the contrary, it may just
shape your future.
[For more information on
applying to the Washington
Center
(www.twc.edu),
please contact Jody Smith @
946-2273]

Katz and Manuel Ramirez
competed as a team in open
Continued from page 11
division Duo Dramatic Inter
and Ira Katz were semifinal- pretation, placing fifth.
Ramirez also took first in Po
ists.
On October 8-10, a team of etry Interpretation.
The next weekend, October
five competed at the Santa
Rosa Invitational Forensics 15-17, Ira Katz and Justin
Tournament at Santa Rosa Ju Buchanan traveled to Denver,
nior College. UOP competed Colorado, for the Downtown
in both individual and team Denver Swing Tournament
events, ranking third among hosted by Metro State College
four-year universities in over and UC Boulder.
At the Metro State half of
all performance.
Justin Buchanan again took the tournament, Katz and
first place in Informative Buchanan tied for third best
speaking, and also placed overall Individual Events
third in Extemporaneous competitor with Katz placing
Speaking. He was ninth best first in Poetry Interpretation
speaker in Parliamentary De and second in Program of
bate where he and his partner Oral Interpretation, and
Ira Katz earned semifinalist Buchanan placing first (again)
in Informative and second in
awards.
Will Hecht won another Extemporaneous.
At the UCB half on Sunday,
second place in Prose Inter
pretation and fourth place in Katz and Buchanan went 5-1
Impromptu Speaking. Ira in prelims earning a sixth seed

(out of 46 teams from 14
schools). They defeated Pt.
Loma Nazarene College in the
octofinals before losing to
Wyoming in quarters.
This coming Halloween
weekend, UOP is hosting an
invitational high school foren
sics tournament, so come see
for yourself what forensics is
like.
Participation in UOP
Forensics is open to all mem
bers of the campus communi
ty at any level of experience.
Time commitment is flexible,
so there is no reason YOU can
not come out for forensics
right now. For more informa
tion, please contact Shawn
Batt, director of forensics, at
946-3049 or sbatt@uop.edu.
You can alsostop by the office
in Hand Hall 216 or check the
web
site
at
http: / / www.uop.edu/ cop/
communication/forensics.

BYRON BOCARD

Staff Writer

Chi Alpha Christian Fellow
ship is an organization that
wants to support and help the
Christian students of Pacific.
Chi Alpha was started back in
the early 80's here and used the
name "Radical Reality." A few
years ago they changed their
name to Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship. Chi Alpha is a
world wide organization that
is currently on 300 campuses in

TWC.

Continued from page 11
and talk with world leaders.
For instance, during my
spring internship, I met and
conversed with President
Clinton, Vice President Gore,
members of Congress and
several foreign ambassadors.
In addition, beyond the
hustle and bustle, the Wash
ington Center allows you to
enjoy the diverse entertain
ment options in D.C. Muse
ums, galleries, monuments
and other cultural and his

Forensics.

In the October 7 issue of The Pacifican in Metro section,
incorrectly stated that the business school took part in
organizing the Honor Society concert. The concert was
actually organized by Phi Kappa Phi.

spll
.

mmvm

and Nepal. During the year,
however, the group tries to
help out the Stockton commu
nity with different types of ser
vice work. The group has been
involved in such things as
helping pass out food and
clothing to the needy people of
the area.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellow
ship has around 30-35 people
that come on a regular basis to
the Friday night gatherings.
They start at 8:00p.m. in the Z
Building with singing and a

•»th
band playing- TP1 ^ t>rn
a speaker that
shares with the
night they are hacv jgS
Schwaggert
t/J
International
a b o u t h e l p iirripov
n g children. They a1^; a
studies that mee t
• i
and Wednesday
<
7:00 to 8:00p.mevents are open to
^
wants to come a n e :
more about what i — g i
with Chi Alpha -

Club Corner
PRSSA

We had a great time down at the Convention
ern California. It was a fun time for the group *
know one another as well as learn more about p> n t* tions. Our Thursday meetings will start back up aSc
hope to see you all there. PRSSA would like t c COPAand ASUOP for the funding that m a d e t h i s
trip possible. Have a great weekend everybody.
JCFA

The JCFA would like to invite anybody, student o :
student, to come to our meetings every Wednesday
to 10 p.m. in WPC 130. Come at whatever time y o u
like, stay as long as you like. We view many anim e
tures, and will have our first anime public screen ix-rg
day, Nov. 19, from 5 p.m. to10 p.m. in WPC 140. V\ e
to see you there!

Better People
Better Opportunities

Delivery Drivers
Great Second Income Job!
We offer:
• $5.75 per hour
» 75 f per delivery
• Large tip earning potential
(FREE DELIVERY)
• 50% employee discount
• Advancement opportunities
• Flexible scheduling
• A GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENT

Qualifications:
• 18 yrs. or older
An acceptable driving record
• Have your own vehicle
• Maintain insurance coverage
• A GREAT ATTITUDE

Apply today at
3214 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA
916-485-3329, ext. TO
http://www.papajohns.com
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Entertaining Folklore

%

in,:

The origins of Halloween
OTTS WITZER

) Editor

In the United States, HalVeen isa holiday where small
Is and grown adults can
ess up in costumes and go
lund begging for candy,
liile trick-or-treating is the
Idem version celebrating
jlloween, it is a far cry from
|true origins of the tradition,
t is common knowledge that
Halloween
was
once
known as All
Hallow's Eve
and was cele-

brated a few hundred years ago
as a day when the spirits of the
past could once again walk the
earth. However, the roots of
Halloween traceback much far
ther to a time before Christiani
ty, to the Celtic and Druid rites
of Samhain (pronounced
Sow'en), the Last Harvest.
Samhain is the Celtic and
Druid New Year that marks the
beginning of winter. These ho
lidays, which are called Sabbats,
are 8 days of the year that corre
spond with the yearly solstices,
equinoxes and four other dates
that were important to the Celts.
Druids and Celts also celebrate
every full moon of the year, each

of which is an Esbat.
According to Celtic / Druid /
Wiccan beliefs, there exist in the
world a Goddess and a God,
who are represented by the
moon and the sun, respectively.
Samhain is seen as a farewell to
the God, as his days on earth are
done, until he is reborn through
the Goddess on the Yule, the
winter equinox.
There are many myths sur
rounding Samhain and the
Celtic and Druid religion in gen
eral. Perhaps the greatest of
these is that Druids would sac
rifice humans on Samhain
night. This is a false myth and
has been a tool used to perpet

uate hate and repulsion among
many religions, including early
Christianity. Romans accused
early Christians of congregating
at night, sacrificing humans and
drinking their blood. A rather
distasteful diet, these rumors
served to spark the unwarrant
ed murder of Christians in Ro
man times. The Wiccan Rede,
which is seen as a code of chival
ry and conduct for all Druids
and Celts, reads "Do what thou
whilst, but harm none in doing
it."
As you can see, Samhain and
Wiccans in general do not en
gage in sacrifice, they merely
have a different faith. Samhain

was the time where the veil be
tween this world and the world
of spirits is the most thin, and
passage between the two
worlds is easier for those who
prepared. It is a time to honor
ancestors and those family
members and friends who have
recently passed from the world
of reality into the world of spir
its. It is also a time when a per
son can rid his or herself of bad
habits or troubles with their life,
much like the
New Year's
#(|
resolutions
Y A
many people
^
make today.

[ok R e v i e w

he wild world of Dave Barry
IDSAF CRIMES
iff Writer

|g Trouble
uthor: Dave Barry
r: Putnam 1999
: 255
IHHlHr

"Killer," an abusive husband,
the BIG FAT STUPID CLIENT
FROM HELL, a boa constric
tor named Phoebe, a toad
with hallucinogenic venom, a
budding dysfunctional ro
mance, a wanna-be spy, a bi
ceps-flashing cop and his
smarter female partner, a
dumb crook called Snake on
the train to Looneyville and a
dog named Roger - what do
all of these things add up to?

Big Trouble, the aptly titled fic
tional debut of well-known
comic writer Dave Barry.
This novel is, well, strange.
But it is this bizarre nature
that propels it into something
more than a complicated plot.
It is, in fact, a clever and hilar
ious novel that pushes the
boundaries of what matters
and what we want to hear, of
coincidence and of conse-

See Book Review, page 15

Zu'llbeZbigtroS"™ miss Dave's new novel!

Restaurant Review

Ernie's lets it all hang out
HOLLY CACCIAPACLIA
Staff Writer

Ernie's on the Brick Walk
Location: 296 Lincoln
Center; 951-3311
Hours: Monday-Saturday
11:30a.m.- 2:00p.m. for
lunch,
5:30p.m.- 9:00p.m. Sunday

If you have heard good
things about Ernie's but
were deterred by their ex
pensive menu, you might
want to stop by for lunch.

Their lunch prices are equiv
alent to many restaurants'
dinner prices. Another
bonus of coming to Ernie's
for lunch as opposed to din
ner is that your soup or salad
comes with the meal instead
of costing extra.
This is the approach I
took. I didn't want to spent
$20 for an entree, so instead I
spent $8.50 for a very enjoy
able lunch. My friend and I
sat outside on the patio so
we could enjoy the beautiful
fall weather.
I ordered one of their spe
cials, a bleu-cheese burger. It

was great! It wasn't a thin
slice of cheese: it was a wide,
thick wedge that was just be
ginning to melt on top of my
"certified angus burger." So
if you're not crazy about
bleu cheese, this is not the
burger for you.
I chose the garden salad
over the smoked chicken tar
ragon soup to start my meal.
The salad was a variety of
mixed greens graciously
covered in balsamic vinegarette dressing with freshly
shaved strips of parmesan.
My friend ordered the

See Restaurant, page 15
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Movie Review

Six left feet = Three To Tango
STEPHANIE DODSON

Staff Writer

Three To Tango
Rated: PG- I 3
Directed by: Damon
Santostefano
Starring: Matthew Perry,
Neve Campbell, and
Dylan McDermott

Billed as a romantic come
dy, "Three to Tango" is dis
appointing as a romance but
dazzles in the comedy de
partment. The three stars of
the film, Matthew Perry,
Neve Campbell and Dylan
McDermott, are all in their
own television series, mak
ing it difficult to distinguish
their film character from the
characters they play on TV.
Matthew Perry successful
ly blends some of his Chan
dler-like qualities into the
character of Oscar Novak.
Perry portrays Oscar with
charm and humor. Neve
Campbell's attempt is not as

effective. Dylan McDer
mott's characterization of a
rich tycoon was believable
but lacked pizzaz.
Oscar Novak and Peter
Steinberg (Oliver Platt)are
partners in an architecture
business. They have the op
portunity of a lifetime to re
store a Chicago landmark for
billionaire tycoon Charles
Newman (Dylan McDer
mott). Charles can't decide
between Oscar and Peter's
idea or their rivals, Decker
(Bob Balaban) and Strauss
(John C. McGinley). So, he
makes a competition be
tween the two for the job.
However, Oscar and Peter
get the upper hand when
Charles mistakenly learns
from his confused secretary
Lenore (Deborah Rush) that
Oscar is gay (his partner Pe
ter is the one who is gay).
Taking advantage of this "in
formation," Charles asks Os
car to spy on his mistress,
glass blowing artist Amy
Post (Neve Campbell). He
wants to make sure her exboyfriend, football player

Kevin Cartwright (Cylk
Cozart), doesn't try to win
her back.
At Amy's art gallery open
ing, Oscar catches one of her
art pieces that falls. Grateful
for his quick hands, she in
vites him to go to a party af
ter the show. Throughout the
night they experience one
catastrophe after another. But
by morning, Oscar is head
over heels in love.
Then,
unknowingly,
Charles adds more coals to
the flames of love when he
asks Oscar to continue keep
ing tabs on Amy. Perry's
comedic performance kicks
into high gear when Oscar
realizes Charles and Amy
think that he is gay. Pretty
soon everyone begins to be
lieve this. In order to keep his
job, Oscar must pretend to be
gay. He does such a convinc
ing job that he ends up nomi
nated for Chicago's Gay Pro
fessional of the Year. It is
hilarious to see how Oscar's
friends and family react to
him being "out of the closet."
His friends declare they al-

Local Bands, Baby!

ways suspected that he was
gayMatthew Perry and Oliver
Piatt's onscreen chemistry is
ten times better than Perry
and Campbell's. They are a
comedic matclr made in
heaven. Perry's goofy humor
combined with Piatt's wit
and brilliance left audience
members rolling in the aisles.
Oliver Piatt is by far the best
actor in the film. Call the
cops because he steals every
scene.

WHERE DO YOU
WAN I I O GO
» FOR LUNCH TODAY?

What Randy
Deems Worthy
blazing flamenco guitar
work with solid Latin
grooves. It promises to be a
I'm very happy to report relaxing hour of music high
that for the first time in quite lighted by some serious tech
a while there was a big crowd nical fireworks by the gui
at the McCaffrey Center tarists.
nooner last week. The band
On November 12, " Mon
"Legs on Earth" brought key" will be playing at the
their unique sound down Seifert Center at 128 W. Ben
from Nevada City and they Holt Dr. This show is put on
certainly did not forget to in conjunction with Stockton
pack the bizarre stage pres Parks and Recreation and is
ence. Heads turned, eye open to all ages. The show
brows were raised, and ba also includes the ska bands
bies cried...a change of pace. "Keyser Soze," " Section H,"
On November 11 the "Dr. Rocket and the Moon
nooner will be filled by the Patrol," and" Longshot." Ad
"Jim Stubblefield Group." mission is$6, but you get one
The act is comprised of two dollar off if you bring a can o'
Flamenco/Spanish
gui food. I'll have more details on
tarists, a bassist and percus this show next week. Today's
sion. Their sound combines nooner features "Welt."

Everyone's feet get stepped on in this swigg*'

n

While the
sweet, tlve !*-> ^
weak. Ca m p" 1
was hard t o h
would a h e a «J-t
like Amy b e ciat
married ma n
but Amy wori:
jewelry or mom
Charles h a s n
qualities t h a t
Amy a reason t
a jerk. Tlae e n «ri
ing but isn' t
cial.
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No Passes
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"
Early Show Fri-Sun
_ I
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RANDY DEEMS

/

Staff Writer

Bats - PG 13

rsicr -

Daily: (3:00. 5:15) 7:3 5
Early Show Fri-Sun:
2

# 1 - M ? l G r a n d Canal

• J7S . 1 78 (

I >x • 178.4787
ft ) - Sherwood Mall
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Crazy in Alabama ~ No Passes ^
Fri-Sun:(II:45) Mon- I

Bringing Out the D;
' No Passes ;
Daily: (2:20.5:10) 7:45.
Early Show Fri-Sun: ( f
3

Fight Club - R
Daily: (2:00. 5:00) 8:O0
Early Show Fri-Sun: , I

The Story of Us - R

ici

JPacific Aveaof

PACIFIC AVE BOWL

5939 Pacific Ave.

EVERY FRIPAY NIGHT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
*12.00 PER PERSON
477-0267

1,1

Daily: (2:50. 5:20) 7:30. 9:5:
Early Show Fri-Sun. < 12 33

Double Jeopardy - R
Daily: (2:35. 5:05) 7:40. T
Early Show Fri-Sun: < 12 CC

Three Kings - R

No 7:25 on Fri 10/29

Daily: (4:55) 7:25. 9:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (2:25'

Blue Streak - PG 13
Fri-Sun:(11:50) I0:l0prr
Mon-Thurs: (2:30) 10. Or

Special Showing for Rec
Fri IO/29Addams Fare -
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CD Review

Top Ten Arto's new CD is a Prize
Top Ten scariest
Halloween
costumes
10. Casper the
Pissed-Off Ghost
9. Bob, the Freaky
Quiet Roomate

wk

8. A Health Center
Doctor (for the
obvious reasons)
7. UOP President
Donald DeRosa (even
scarier when you
chase drunk
students around
campus
of the alcohol

mm

6. Any dining hall
meal (most meat
products are pretty
damn scary)
one never fails to
scare)
4. Michael Jackson
(this one either...
especially with the
kiddies)
Htl 1111111 If III
111II i 111 * "f 1 If

3. Your average
cracked-out townie
(his "candy" cofeve/
lies)

student perfectwith alias
's of
would be even scarier
if one existed!)
**
1. A UOP football
player (Watch the
administration and
faculty run in fear!)
Compiled by
Brad Franca

Then, at the bottom of the pile
is a CD that you bought on
one of those days where you
You have just been in didn't really have a special
formed by your boss that you reason to buy one, but now
are in charge of throwing to you are glad you did because
gether a casual but sophiscat- it is perfect for this occasion.
The album that just saved
ed little dinner party at your
home for all the potential your life and your job is Arto
clients that are interested in Lindsay's "Prize," produced
your company. It is way too by Righteous Babe Records.
last minute to hire a caterer, Arto's music can best be de
so you run to Costco and buy scribed as sultry and seduc
imported wine, a party plat tive as he combines interest
ter of shrimp that serves ing sounds from his
twenty people, a fruit torte, instruments with other or
(and the bottle of Maalox for ganic acoustic Brazilian ele
your upset and stressed out ments.
Arto was a teenager grow
stomach). Now that the food
looks professional, what are ing up in Brazil in the 1960's.
you going to do about the His mentality while living in
music? You absolutely cannot Brazil was to change people's
have a dinner party without consciousness and spread in
music.
formation through the pre
Frantically, you look sent style of pop music. Arto
through your CD's. . . can't gained a lot of perspective on
play Mariah Carey, Dave what types of music people
Matthew's Band wouldn't set enjoy while he lived in Brazil.
the right mood. No Back He was able to put together
street Boys tonight, and you Brazilian-influenced rhythms
will have to save the Jodeci and song structures.
Within these tunes are soft
CD for the late night party.
Nothing is appropriate. yet subtle meditations of
LARA ZAMANSKY

Staff Writer

Book Reviewi

Continued from page 13
quence. While it definitely re
lies on plot development
rather than character develop
ment, its characters, for the
most part, still seem to come
out of the novel fully round
ed. It takes half of the novel
for them to begin to escape
their two-dimensionality, but

Restaurant

Continued from pagel3
eggplant and portobella
sandwich topped with mozzarella on a soft roll for
$7.95. The portobella and
eggplant were grilled to a
tender perfection. Unlike
other portobella and egg
plant dishes I've tried, this
one was not over-marinated.
It was cooked just right to re
lease its natural flavors.
Ernie's also serves pastas
and special salads at lunch,
such as the mixed seafood
grill on baby greens and the
asparagus and prosciutto

readers are so busy laughing
through the first half (and try
ing to figure it out) that before
you can blink, the book is fin
ished, the appetite for charac
ter (somewhat) satisfied and
the plot finally understood.
This book is praiseworthy,
for if nothing else, its inven
tive plot and shrewd comic
caricatures. Read it or you
will be in big trouble!
fusilli. The dinner prices
range from $11.95 for veg
etable pasta to $21.95 for angus strip loin.
Ernie's is everything
you'd expect of an expensive
restaurant. The service is
very friendly and incredibly
attentive, the meals are deli
cious and are unlike ones
you'd find at less expensive
restaurants and the atmos
phere is very pleasant. Over
all, it is a restaurant worthy
of the extra dough.
I say change your evening
dates to the middle of the
day and enjoy a gourmet
meal at Ernie's.

words mixed in
with a relaxing
sense of self
awareness. He
sends a vibe that
makes you want
to relax at the
dinner table or
on the patio
lounge
chair
Nd vintagTwhie Looks are deceivin& this sexY stud rocks!
that has been stored in the main reason that his music
cabinet just waiting for the has enabled him to be com
perfect moment to be en pared to other worldwide
pop idols from diverse coun
joyed.
Arto has a way of seducing tries. Arto's philosophy on
his listeners to keep on listen constructing a band is that in
ing. His songs are stories that stead of using "slick fingered
entice listeners to use their studio professionals, (he
imaginations to produce the would rather use) . . . idio
kind of mood they want to be syncratic improvising musi
in or the kind of feelings they cians. In all his music, Arto
want to feel. David Troop of shares nothing but intimacy
Wire magazine states, "they with his listeners. So,
are stories that lead to images whether you are entertaining
of sensation, haikus of rela people from work, relaxing
tionships, a melting of the with a date, or just watching
sexual into language and the the sunset over the horizon,
Arto Lindsay's album "Prize"
general jelly of the world."
Arto's intense understand will take you away from any
ing of the bilingual world of worries and seduce you
art and music has been the mind, body, and soul.

$-10 AM® uMctP

* Monday Night Only
Includes Steak, Scampi, Tri-Tip, Salmon, Pork Chops Etc.

tTuesday Night Only
In House Only (Excludes Holidays)
HAPPY HouR

Weekdays 4 -6 pm
Special Prices on drinks and appetizers

MMER

OPEN FpR li)Men AM® bi
Reservations Available at 474.6585
6629 Embarcadero Drive • Stockton
One mile west of 1-5 at Ben Holt exit

ARTS
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The
Senior
Spin-off
ALEX ZAMANSKY

News Editor

Well, 1 am officially an
old man. My 22nd birth
day came last week and
during my realization of
why excessiveshots of Port
is not such a good idea, I
concluded that I have
reached the top of the hill.
I have now exited all that
was left of being a kid, a
teenager, and I am now
opening
the
door
into...adulthood. Yikes.
What scares me is that there
are people on this campus
who are born in 1981.
Alarming is hardly the
word 1 would use. Fright
ening defines the situation
much better. Next thing on
my list is looking into an af
fordable retirement home
in my old age.
1 understand that there is
a lot of work that physical
plant does everyday, but
why must they exuberantly
flood the lawns every oth
er day? The only logical ex
planation I can think of is
that physical plant is trying
"save the grass" by flood
ing it. You see, by flooding
it, it prohibits students from
walking on it because of the
knee high levels of water
and mud created by the in
tense saturation levels of
hose water. Is it working?
Unfortunately, yes. Do we
like it? No.
An interesting analogy
was made today in one of
my classes that some of you
teachers and soon-to-be
teachers might find inter
esting. For a teacher to be
without his or her chalk
board eraser is like being
half naked or undressed.
As lude as this sounds, es
pecially if the professor is
hot, something just paints a
wrong picture. I guess if
you teach, an eraser is like
wearing pants: you don't
want to be teaching with
out it.

THE PAG^lC

Horror-scopes
(March21 to April 19)
A romantic meeting is in the
mix. Personal lent letters or a
chance encounter can make you
all aflutter. Your intuition is the
best guide.

(February 19 to March 20)
There isa beauty in something
that someone else lias discarded
without thinking twice. You have
the ability to give it new defini
tion and to bH^f&itback to life.

(January 20 to February 18)
The fact that you are depend
able does not mean thst you are
always predictable. Use your
energy m ways that might
surprisepeople.

Leo

Cancer

Gemini

(July 23 to August 22)
Someone you thought was an
equal opponent has been moved
up to a higher weight class.
Avoid entering the ring when
there is this unfair advantage.

(June 21 to July 22)
You have the opportunity to sit
on the frontpdfbhand watch the
world goby.lt is in ycrurbest inter
est to jump basck m ap appropriate
spot ahd relaxfor once.

(May 21 to June 20)
>e known
Let your
ing a fool
even if it in
esults beof yourself,
could folcause others
it steps.
low in

Sagittarius

Scorpio

Libra

(September 23 to October 22)
The cur;
%
der yours
igon
new sense
lifie strong,
the world
;o to town.
but pick a

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

(November 22To December 21)
The crazier the circumstances
that cross your path the better.
They initially might catch you off
up system
/spurJ&ackij
guard, but'vo
i in time.
kicks intr ™

(October 23 to November 21)
Be wary of getting stuck bei hard place.
Some things are not as! lalleable

(April 20 to May

>

The ppst could
*
into the present, leaving
ing haunted. Look

a;

^

Virgo

(August 20To|epterrib^r 22
Set your po^sevuve ten enci
aside unless you A ant tc
in a debate thgtt tries to delint

your possessions. Don t
ble while praying with othos

Capricorr^

(December22to Janun r • 19
You may feel as if you -r ye
entered into a
continue to pop up in your paa
Make youi strides long arid .
your sleps according1> -

Soap Opera Scares
Days of Our
Lives

Alex got Gillian to talk to
her about her past with David.
Hayley and Ryan were about
to make love when Mateo ar
rived. Liza realized that Col
by's stem cells were never tak
en and began to piece together
the actual events.

Kurt is shocked when he
discovers the remains of
Princess Gina's clothes
hanging from a bridge.
Nicholas will come to
Kate's rescue. Austin will
bring Sami a surprise in the
hospital.

•
,*

The Young and
the Restless

General
Hospital

All My
Children

Laura realized Stefan
lied about killing Katherine
to protect her. Meanwhile,
Nikolas was upset at
friends' lack of remorse for
Katherine's death. Sonny
heard a tape of Hannah
vowing to arrest him.

must bring coupon '

All the Digital Power in
the Palm of Your Hands

i

P.AF

BUY ONE

tuembe*

HAMBURGH) OR
andchhseburger

www.omniplayer.com

TTMGCTI
STROETT
I
CtKmii :

Megan found the br.:
Grace and Tricia planted
Tony's place and refused
hear his explanations. K;told Brock he has a daugh
ter, Mac.

GET ONE FREE!
Doled San ^caquiu
County'»Best!
—

957.3279

6639 Embarcadero Drive

"good through Nov. 30, 1999

must bring coupon

vrEVifvL

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORKSTYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES -FRESHSALADS -SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

lUf 2300 W. Alpine Ave. 462-6668
SsSk (1 Block From1-5)

$2.00
Off
1 fm f\l

i

Any large Pizza ;
1

i

with coupon

1

AHA A AllA Alt hAR RI11A
one
coupon per pizzo

t

expires

.

I

5/31/00 1

i

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.

856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128
Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday
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id luck leads to bad results

Notebook

WIN STARR

the rest of the day, a
J/riter
tough
thing to do
%
r thg
against the deadly ac
yone has days where curacy of the 49ers'
thg
mply are not at their laser shots on goal.
8
•Saturday, October 23
"Sometimes the
finitely one of those best defense in the
tr the men's soccer world can't make up
for shots that are con
club team lost their sistently right on the
game of the season, money," said female
I e second this year to player, senior Diane
I each State,
Kazer.
I me by a
The de
Long Beach
of 4-0 on
fense did
)me field.
State
4 step up
I far," said
their play
>r
Marvin
in the sec
0 ond half,
I, "this was Pacific
rst game of
limiting
Josh Cook of Pacific on the attack.
;on."
the 49ers to only one
ng without their additional score, but the Pa
highly attended victory
II attendance, and los- cific offense was unable to
against Berkeley in Stagg
•yers left and right to pick up the slack and the ball
Stadium on October 15. The
Jthe team played most stayed mostly in Long Beach
team will attempt to re-enact
game with visible possession around
the the game when they play at
|le and strife. As the Tiger's goal.
Berkeley on Friday, October
to all of this mayhem
As the remaining season 29 at 4 p.m. The Tigers con
•- of one of the players runs down most of Pacific's
sider it a chance at redemp
Quired to act as guest field time will be spent in an tion.
for the day. The refer- attempt to reclaim their spot
"We didn't come to play
eduled to work the as one of the top two teams
(Saturday) with the proper
lever even showed up in their conference, an ac
mental attitude," said senior
field.
complishment that could be Dan Millsap, "hopefully our
igers fell behind fast, rewarded with a trip to na
next games will be a whole
o a quick 3-0 by half- tionals. A highlight for the
different story altogether
|The Tiger team was 1999 season was rememand we can regroup and turn
to play catch-up for bered by the team as their
our season around."

•Vay

t
(

A

I

Pacific Athletic
Schedule
if'n i/?

Iens Volleyball vs.
\tate Fullerton
os Center, 7p.m.

Saturday 10/30/99
Women's Volleyball vs
UC Irvine
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

day 10/30/99
\ Hockey vs.
I- J r . n ,
|tside Field, 1 p.m.

Sunday 10/31/99
Men's Water Polo vs.
Pepperdine
K/eldsen Pool, 12p.m.

\rdav 10/30/99
f Water Polo vs. UC
Cruz
en Pool, 12 p.m.

Thursday 11/4/99
Women's Soccer vs San
Francisco
Stagg Stadium, 7 p.m.

Week of 10-28-99

Swimming

Continued from page 20
ed in the invitational included
San Francisco State, Nevada
and Biola.
The Stanford men's team
left Kjeldson Pool with a third
place team finish in the Divi
sion 1 competetion. The Cardi
nal men entered the competi
tion a day late, only
participating in Saturday's
events for their third place fin
ish.
The men and women Tigers
return to action November 5
and 6 in the Big West Shootout
to be held at UC Irvine. They
will then travel to an aggie
hosted meet at UC Davis No
vember 13.
"We have the dedication
and talent this year to really
make a difference and name
for our swimming program,"
said Matthews.

BENJAMIN STARR

Staff Writer
• MEN'S BASKETBALL
The Tiger's have suffered their first loss of the year, and the sea
son hasn't even started yet. Sophomore center Tim Johnson is out
for the year after it was decided he would redshirt to help further his
recovery from foot surgery.
Johnson started all but one game for the Tigers last season, and was
the team s leading shot blocker (31), while averaging 4.5 points and
5.4 rebounds per game. "We're going to miss Tim in the middle," said
Pacific head coach Bob Thomason. "He plays the best low post de
fense on the team, and we wish him a speedy recovery.
• FIELD HOCKEY •
The tide may be turning for the beleagured women's field hockey
team. The Pacific field hockey team improved to 2-9 (1-2 NorPac) on
the season with a 1-0 win against Southwest Missouri State in a neu
tral site game on Saturday, October 23, at Elkins, WV.
After an evenly played match for 69 minutes, the Tigers scored on
a penalty corner as Juli Fomenko took a shot just inside the circle.
• MEN'S VOLLEYBALL •
The Pacific men's volleyball team suffered a five-game (25-22, 2325, 25-21, 23-25, 21-19) defeat to Long Beach State in the final day of
competition at the 1999 Dino Cup last Saturday, October 23, at Cal
gary, Alberta. With the loss, Pacific concluded tournament play with
a 1 -3 record. The Tigers were led by junior outside hitter Vladimir Andric, who collected a team-high 16 kills to go along with seven digs
and eight blocks.
• MEN'S WATER POLO •
After a strong start at the beginning of the season, the Tiger's have
lost three of the past four games, albeit against very tough competi
tion. Sixth-ranked Pacific(10-8,1-4 MPSF) dropped a 15-8 decision at
No. 2 UCLA last Sunday October 24. Pacific got behind early trail
ing 5-2 after the first quarter and 8-3 at halftime.
The day before, the Tigers dropped a 13-9 decision at No. 4 Long
Beach State last Saturday, October 23. The Tigers took an early 1-0
lead, but four straight goals by the 49ers gave Long Beach State a 4-1
lead at the end of one quarter. After taking a 7-3 halftime edge, the
49ers extended their lead to 11-4 early in the fourth quarter. The Tigers
outscored Long Beach State 5-2 from that point.

The Pacifican values
accuracy. All sports

errors can be brought
to the attention of
Emily Davidson at
sports @thepacifican.co
m or call 946-2115.
H A R R Y ' S

STOCKTON LOAN

and
•

JEWELRY

'We don't want all the business..,
just yours"
Open 10am-6pm
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
4227 Pacific Avenue
Stockton. CA 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
209-954-0128

Open Daily from I Pan to 12

IVj & SatTil -a

PIZZA CAFE

yOCHIHILCO

me

$9.99
1 TOPPING
(plus fax) combination S2.0C extra
1852 Country Club Blvd.
465-4877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

FINE MEXICAN CUISINE

Tacos • Enchiladas •Tcwtadas Chiles Reiienos
CWmichangas • Floutas

36 South San Joaquin Stockton. Ca

462-3784
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Pacific swimming looks for another "Smart
BRET BARRIE

Staff Writer

\\7

i

1

As November approach
es, most freshmen are recov
ering from their first mid
term nightmares and are
eagerly awaiting a muchneeded
Thanksgiving
break.
Last year at
this time, nei
ther of these
things were on
Matt Smart's
mind. Instead,
he was prepar
ing to embark
on the greatest
season of any
Matt Smart
freshman
swimmer in
UOP history.
As a freshman last March,
Smart captured the Big West
Conference title in the 200meter freestyle and was one
of only 230 swimmers invit
ed to compete at the NCAA
Championships in Indi
anapolis, Indiana. His time
of 1 minute, 37.58 seconds
placed him 21 out of 48
swimmers in the event.
"Our goal was for some
one to make the NCAAs and
to move up in the Big West
Conference," said third-year

Volleyball

Continued from page 20
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dropped a trio of consecutive
aces on the bewildered Lady
Eagles to start the sweep. Ten
different Tigers recorded kills in
the match, with senior Jennica
Smith leading the way with
eight and sophomore Jamie
Hamm close behind with six.
Looking especially sharp in the
match was junior Kara Gormsen who recorded match-highs
18 assists and 11 digs.
Gormsen said of the victory,
"we tried to focus on our game
plan, we wanted to play fast."
And fast they were indeed,
wrapping up the affair in just
50 minutes, or an episode of
SportsCenter minus the "Did
You Know."
With another solid win be
hind Pacific it was time to focus

coach Ray Looze, Jr. "From a
team standpoint, he allowed
us to make those goals. It
was a big impact because it
kept us on track."
Smart, a Stockton native,
was just the third Pacific
men's swimmer to have
earned the right
to compete in the
meet since 197071 and the first
Tiger freshman
ever to qualify.
Todd Hosmer
and
two-time
Olympic gold
>medalist Brad
fSchumacher
the other
?were
o
3two to compete.
Smart, who
also captured
conference titles in the 400
and 800 free relays, said
competing in the NCAAs
was an experience of a life
time.
"The NCAAs was an ex
perience that I wish every
body could have," said
Smart. "It allowed me to see
the best the sport has to offer
and allowed me to see what I
have to do to get to the top."
Most people would argue
that Smart is already close to
the top, but he feels that his
climb has just started and
on Saturday's opponent, the
hard-charging 11-11 New Mex
ico State Roadrunners. Much
like the North Texas match, 15
different players got in for
some action and it seemed to
fans that even PowerCat could
have been called in for a play or
two.
In the cartoons the Roadrunner always made a fool of Wile
. Coyote, but these Roadrun
ners wouldn't be able to escape
from the Tigers. As they have
already done to fifteen other
opponents this season, the
Tigers swept the match (15-3,
15-4,15-7), this time needing a
full hour to finish the task.
Stegemann continued her
red hot serving with another
four aces to compliment her 11
kills. Jennica Smith put down
an ace of her own, but most im
portant to the cause was her

that he still has room for im
provement.
"In my eyes there's al
ways room for improve
ment," he said. "And once
you reach the top, there's
still room for improvement.
No one's perfect, but the
closer you get, the better you
get."
Aside from taking confer
ence titles in the 200 free and
the 400 and 800 free relays,
the computer information
systems major took third in
the 100 free and fifth in the
50 free.
As for future short- and
long-term goals, Smart has
his eyes set on a couple
places. Aside from the
NCAA Championships in
Indiana, his eyes are also
fixed on Sydney, Australia,
where the 2000 Summer
Olympics will be held.
"My main goal is to help
the Pacific men's swimming
team achieve a Big West
Conference title," he said.
"My long-term goal is to do
whatever I can to make the
next Olympic team, and this
season I'm hoping to quali
fy for the trials in the 50,100,
200 and 500 freestyles."
Since his times last year
were good enough to qualify
in the 100 and 200, Smart is
eight kills and .615 hitting per
formance. Hamm had another
big night with a match-high 12
digs, and senior Tracy Cham
bers seemed the embodiment
of defense with her six block
night.
Despite a pair of very con
vincing conference wins, the
loss toStanford dropped Pacif
ic to No 5. in the national rank
ings. However, with her 14 kill

already half-way there.
Looze feels Smart definitely
has a chance to make the
Olympic team but is taking a
more realistic approach. Op
timistically, he admits
Smart's best bet will be
Athens, Greece in 2004.
"He's got to finish eighth
and right now he's around
20," said Looze. "Realistical
ly, his chances are probably
better in 2004. He's still got a
little ways to go."
For right now, Smart has
chosen to focus on the task at
hand, which is the upcom-

ing swimm

iI~,8se*

at Pacific-

„

5 a
"Swimit"1 1
lifestyle,"
*1
^tat,
can offer a 10
s- no
12
(
but the reW
all,
how large ojr
ways worth 1 • Hie
long as you'r^
the swimmi^
might as well iveit

fullest and p
you can into 1*-

ever

With that in ^md,
heads back to thosi
morning pract 1 cesat
term nightmare5.

Above: Matt Sma it
Left: Men's team M
backstroke

TEAM LEGE
SCREENPKO
EMBROIO
weekend, Elsa Stegemann's ca
reer total increased to 1,550,
good enough for tenth place all
time on the Big West Confer
ence leader board.
The Tigers will stay home
this weekend where their 19-2
(9-1 Big West) record will be
challenged by a 6-17, 2-8 Cal
State Fullerton on Thursday,
and 8-14,1-9 UC Irvine on Sat
urday.

MONDAY NIGHT fOOTBALL ON SATtLLITt
MENU SERVED: 1UM-IPM AMD 5PM-10PM

(2091WHI90
BIG GRAND CANAL BIYD #G •STOCKTON, CA 9S10?
ACROSS f ROM THE HILTON INIRANCI
CAUSING AYAItlBLl

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKPENS, KEYCHAINS <S

. BRING IN THIS
SL RECIEVE 5r- :

BEST PRICES P

JOIN US AT OUR NEW L
4627 E. FREMONT, STC
469-2474 FAX:46C-J

f&CO&'4

Happy Hallow*
from Pi

Come in and visi
Pioli's Art Floral She
for the best prices in

MS E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466.5534

>CTOBER
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Home play brings heartbreak

i

ANNYNUSS

'omen's Soccer

Sport is tough.
Last Friday night Pacific
eked off the weekend with a
ose game against the UC SanBarbara Gauchos where the
ighty Tigers eventually fell
lort with a 3-2 loss. With the
to 8-7 overall and 4-4 in the
season record
; WestPacific's
Conference.
3acific wasted no time in takthe early lead when sophore Mariah Metras scored
y three minutes in to the
ne. The Tigers were up1-0
il Santa Barbara responded
h a goal to even the score as
half wound down,
iuper-senior Jamee Lucchesi
ke on a fast-break and found
self one-on-one with the
jcho goalkeeper.Storming
goal Lucchesi scored her
th goal of the season, with
ler five minutes remaining
re first half,giving the Tigers
1 lead that held to halftime.
"he Gauchos opened the secI half by scoring two goals
y into play, giving them the
lead. Unfortunately for Pa:, senior Goalkeeper Kim
Zaskey collided with a Gauplayer while charging for
ball late in the game. Mckey suffered a brutal kick to
jhin and was forced to leave
:eat,

leline

itinued from page 20

:ico State in only 50 minutes
ing their attack percentage
meager (-.065). New Mexi'as so weak that Pacific didiven have to post a single
ock to sweep them in three
ts. Check out the orange and
ack in bewitching action
;ainst Fullerton tonight at 7
m.
Trick or Tri
Ouch. UOP water polo's
eekend losses probably hurt
much as a belly flop off the
gh dive. With two brutal
mes to Long BeachState and
CIA, the road trip was anying but a treat for high scoring
•drew Tri. The polo team is
9e only Pacific sport lucky
tMough to be scheduled to play
•Halloween, so I highly sug-

tang upset.
The game was developing
into a defensive masterpiece as
both teams held scoreless
through the first half.
Junior Vanessa Brumer was
awarded a penalty kick which
she powered past the Mustang
goalkeeper, giving her the first
goal of the game and Pacific a
1-0 lead.
An explosion of scoring
drove the teams into a 4-4 tie
when the game had to continue
into sudden-death overtime.
Cal Poly jumped ahead and
scored two-minutes into the
overtime play. The goal gave the
Mustangs the win and clinched
the 1999 Big West Champi
onship in their favor.
Ashely Dinwoodie
"We are a little young but
Gaucho defense maintained the we'll get there" said Coleman.
lead until the clock ran out for "There is nothing about this
the Tger's first loss of the week team that I would change."
end
The game concluded Pacif
"We played much better to ic's Big West Conference season
day than our last three games" with a final record of 4-5. For
said head coach Keith Coleman. the Tigers, Pickering's excep
"We played well enough to win tional play recorded her a ca
but we didn't take advantage of reer-high 14 saves.
our chances."
"She will be one hell of a
On Sunday afternoon the keeper" said McCaskey. "She
Tigers returned toaction against kept us in this game."
the top ranked Cal Poly Mus
The Tigers will continue play
tangs. Pacific was 4-5 in the Big this weekend in the El Paso
West coming into the game Tournament at the University of
while the Mustangs were 8-1. Texas. Pacific will face Michigan
The Tgers appeared hungry for State on Saturday and then
victory and prepared for a Mus- UTEP on Sunday.
the game.

She was replaced by fresh
man Megan Pickering as the

gest throwing on your best cos
tume, heading to the pool, and
watching the boys play on All
Hallow's Eve.
Meet Virginia
Field Hockey is loving West
Virginia right now. Their week
long East coast tour brought Pa
cific another win boosting their
record to 2-9 for the season.
Southwest Missouri State was
the unfortunate team that fell to
the hand of Julie Fomenko in
the 1-0 Tiger victory. Add a cou
ple more West Virginia wins
and this season's hopes could
be salvaged.
Cab Dreams
Riding across Stockton in a
yellow cab last Saturday morn
ing, A1the driver informed me
that "Pacific volleyball iscool."
and that I should "go and watch
them sometime." Good advice
from a good man.

'Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms

Best Value!
Best Location!!
Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

The Intramural department
enjoyed an exciting week of
events as both the flag football
and indoor soccer seasons came
to a close. Here are the final re
sults of last week's Play-off
games. Congratulations to the
following

Indoor Soccer Champions:
Women's: Delta Gamma
Men's B: Plastinators
Co-rec A: Well Defined Fat
Co-rec B: Great Saphenous

Thanks to everyone, especial
ly our OFFICIALS for a great
playoff season!
Flag Football Champions:
Volleyball season is under
Men's A: Archania
way! Though the hype of the
Men's AA:KSA
flag football and indoor soccer
Men's B: Independent
seasons have settled, participa
Men's A: Archania
tion levels remain
"
impressive with 28
9
entries in the volley
ball league. Bowling
entries will be ac
cepted until 3:00pm
on Wednesday, No
vember 3. The 3-on-3
basketball tournament scheduled for
November 13th is
|gPfpN* also open for entries
until
November
10th. For information on how to become a part of the In„ J stramural activities,
^ |stop by our office in
3jt . ' |the Main Gym,
fiPgm^39T0:00am-3:00pm or
Rob Wood ofAKPhi tackled by Phi Delt caN 946-2716.

If Bethany
Kootstra knew
how to serve like
our Lady Tigers,
she would have
won $100, or at
least a free
pizza, but she
had to be con
tent with leaving
with a T-shirt. If
you think you
can do better,
come on down to
your Pacific vol
leyball games
| this Thursday
I and Saturday
| night at 7p.tn.

PACIFIC/^

Pacific home meet kicks off sw'0Jc£®j^?!
JESSICA LINDEVALD

Staff Writer

Two Tigers recorded topby placing first in the 200 back
11-es.
tured first place
stroke. Winter placed second three individual finishes for the
giesdrowned
^e°
in the 100 backstroke and 200 men's team, junior Piotr Florwith
ten
of
czyk placed third in the 200 tion
fly as well.
"This was
the first time
the women's
team has won
the team title
for the Pacific
Invitational,"
said Winters.
California's
men managed
to take the Di
vision 1 team
title at the Pa
cific Invita
tional. The
California
team dominat
ed the meet by
capturing sev
en of the
twelve events
on its way to
earning the ti
Dan Ellis demonstrates his breaststroke pizzaz at the Pacific Invite< r.
tle.
Pacific men s swimming backstroke while Lance Jones, a The Banana Slugs t
placed second among the Divi sophomore, placed third in the place marks in six of the
sion 1 schools in the invitation 100 breastroke to help boost the events to lead non-U
action.
al. The Tigers fell behind Cali Tigers up to second place.
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After a long two days of
swimming and competing, Pa
cific's women sailed past the
competition to capture the Di
vision 1 team title at the Pacif
ic Invitational last weekend.
The Lady Tigers took charge at
Chris Kjeldsen Pool, showing
their strength in the first home
meet of the 1999 - 2000 swim
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ming season.
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Kristy Mathews, a freshman
sports@thepacifican.com
from Walnut Creek, CAled the
The Legend of Spanos Floor Tigers to their win by placing
The hardwood floor of first in the100 breast stroke and
Spanos Center is notoriously 200 breastroke individual
brutal. The courts' menacing races. Mathews also set a
composition has been blamed school record in the 400 IM
for numerous heartbreaking leg with an unofficial time of 4:28.6
and knee injuries over the years, winning the event.
"I'm really optimistic and
with Barry Marvel and Tim
Johnson as the most recent vic looking forward to this year's
tims. In the spirit of Halloween, season," said Mathews. "Half
I am venturing to say that the the team are freshmen, but the
floor is cursed. I would advise sophomores, juniors, and se
the athletic department to per niors are really providing the
form an exorcism before hoops leadership skills we need to
have a strong team."
season starts.
Shawna Winters, a freshman
Hardcourt History
Pacific's floor troubles sup and Mathews' roommate, was
posedly started way back when also essential in the team's win
the Tiger's played in a gym Women's Volleyball
downtown. I have been told
that the floor of that gym sloped
down a couple feet in one cor
ner. The crafty UOP basketball
JOSH MONTERO
team would drive their oppo
Senior Staff Writer
nents to shoot three pointers
from that lowered spot, where
After two long weeks on the
the difference in height would
road, the Tigers happily re
confuse the enemy every time.
turned to the friendly confines
Now, if there were only some
of the Spanos Center last week
way to turn the cursed petrified
end. Before making it home
wood of Spanos court against
their bus made a stop at Maples
our competition this season.
Pavilion for a dogfight with the
Ghoulish Game Times
Stanford Cardinal.
Pacific Volleyball has re
The ferocious No. 7 Stanford
turned toits winning ways with
took a commanding 2-0 lead
two swift victories at home last
before the home crowd of over
weekend. Both games were
2,500 and seemed to be set
played in under an hour dizzy
£ squarely in the driver's seat.
ing up their opponents with fast
|
Head coach John Dunning
paced net action. The Tiger's
|rolled out the "crash cart," put
thoroughly overpowered New
- the paddles to his team and

No place like home for Dunning's tear

See Sideline, page 19
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Elsa Stegemann in motion.

the struggling Tigers back to
life. Though on the ropes, like
Jake LaMotta, the Tigers never
stopped fighting taking the
next two games to force a final
and decisive fifth round in this
heavyweight bout. Both teams
came out fighting, but it was
the Cardinal who found a lapse
in Pacific's defense and deliv
ered the knockout.
"I don't think we should
have lost the match," Said Dun
ning. "We couldn't keep our
composure in game five."
There are many ways to re
bound from dropping a heartbreaker like Tuesday's match
with Stanford, and getting to
with a holler of "clear!" brought host the 4-17 powerhouse that

is North Texas is abou:
as it gets. A full dozen
saw court action, leav:
bench clear as Pacific cased their depth in d
tling the Lady Eagles 1511,15-1. The single Nor::
point in the first game
from an errant Pacific k
tempt.
With the exception of a
luster, uninspired game
the Tigers dominated a;
pects of the match. Padr:
hit North Texas .272 to out dug the Eagles 45-34
nearly tripled them in as
(33-14). Early in game <r
nior standout Elsa Stege
See Volleyball, pc;

